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Abstract. During the night of October 29-30, 2013, a low-light video camera installed at Pic du 15 
Midi (2877 m) in the Pyrénées, recorded TLEs above a very active storm over the Mediterranean 16 
Sea. The minimum cloud top temperature reached -73°C at ~1600 UTC while its cloud to ground 17 
(CG) flash rate exceeded 30 fl min-1. Some sprite events have long duration last one second or 18 
more and resemble to dancing sprites. We analyze in detail the temporal evolution and estimated 19 
location of sprite elements for two series of sprite sequences, of them as well as the cloud 20 
structure, the lightning activity, the electric field radiated in a broad range of low frequencies and 21 
the current moment waveform of the lightning strokes. (i) In each series, event successive sprite 22 
elements sequences reflect the occurrence time and location of individual positive lightning 23 
strokes across the stratiform region. (ii) The longer time-delayed (> 20 ms) sprite elements 24 
correspond to the lower impulsive charge moment changes (iCMC) of the parent stroke (< 200 C 25 
km) and they are shifted few tens of kilometres from their SP+CG stroke. However, both short 26 
and long time-delayed sprite elements also occur after strokes that produce a large iCMC and 27 
that are followed by a continuing current. (iii) The long time-delayed sprite elements produced 28 
during the continuing current correspond to surges in the current moment waveform. They occur 29 
sometimes at an altitude apparently lower than the previous short time-delayed sprite elements, 30 
possibly because of the lowered altitude of the ionosphere potential. (iv) The largest and 31 
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brightest sprite elements produce significant current signatures, visible when their delay is not 32 
too short (~3-5 ms). 33 
 34 
1. Introduction 35 
Sprites are luminous discharges observed above thunderstorms and they are classified as one 36 
specific type of transient luminous events (TLE) since the beginning of 1990s when they were 37 
incidentally discovered (Franz et al., 1990). Thereafter, observational campaigns in the US 38 
provided a wealth of information to understand the underlying physical processes [Sentman and 39 
Wescott, 1993; Lyons, 1996; Sentman et al., 1995]. The turn of the millenium marked the 40 
observation of sprites almost anywhere in the world [Vaughan et al., 1992; Boeck et al., 1995; 41 
Fukunishi et al. 1999; Neubert et al., 2001; Su et al. 2002; Pinto et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2008, 42 
Chen et al., 2008].  43 
Sprite discharges span over an altitude range from ~40-90 km [Sentman and Wescott, 1993; 44 
McHarg et al., 2002; Soula et al., 2014] and they have various shapes that classifies sprites in 45 
several types, e.g., columnar, carrot, jellyfish, angel, [Lyons et al., 2003; Williams, 2001; Neubert 46 
et al., 2008; Bór, 2013]. Telescopic imaging revealed that sprites have a fine structure of 47 
streamers [Gerken et al., 2000], and high-speed camera recordings showed the development of 48 
complex forms in detail [Stanley et al., 1999; Moudry et al., 2003; McHarg et al., 2007; 49 
Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008; Li and Cummer, 2009; Montanyà et al., 2010; Stenbaek-50 
Nielsen et al., 2010]. Sprites can also horizontally extend over several tens of km in the form of 51 
sprite clusters [Sentman et al., 1995; Füllekrug et al., 2001, Soula et al., 2014] and they can even 52 
occur over more than ~100 km in the form of sequential luminous emissions that are called 53 
dancing or jumping sprites [Winckler et al., 1996; Lyons, 1996; Füllekrug et al., 2013a, Lu et al., 54 
2013; Yang et al., 2015]. These sprite elements that seem to “dance” above a large area of the 55 
storm, are still enigmatic according to Lu et al. (2013). These authors observed that the several 56 
cases of dancing sprites are associated with a single lightning flash and noted the dancing sprites 57 
could have been produced either by distinct strokes of the flash, by a single stroke through a 58 
series of current surges superposed on an intense continuing current, or by both. 59 
Most of the time, sprites occur above stratiform regions of Mesoscale Convective Systems 60 
(MCS), shortly after parent positive cloud-to-ground (SP+CG) strokes that lower a large amount 61 
of charge to the ground [Boccippio et al., 1995; Lyons, 1996; São Sabbas et al., 2003; 2010; 62 
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Cummer and Lyons, 2005; Soula et al., 2009]. The rate of sprite production can reach several 63 
hundreds of events for a unique storm activity when the size and the duration of the storm system 64 
are large [Lyons, 1994; São Sabbas et al., 2010]. The necessary condition for a storm to produce 65 
large rates of sprites is a strong charge generation, possibly related to the convective vigour but 66 
also to favourable conditions of charge generation due to large concentrations of aerosol particles 67 
within the troposphere as suggested by Lyons et al. [1998] and São Sabbas et al. [2010]. 68 
After the SP+CG stroke, the sprite discharge develops as a streamer, a result of the strong 69 
transient electrostatic field that exceeds the threshold for dielectric breakdown in the middle 70 
atmosphere, generally around 70 km [Pasko et al., 1997]. The time delay between the SP+CG 71 
stroke and the sprite ranges from a few milliseconds to several tens of milliseconds [Bell et al., 72 
1998; Cummer and Lyons, 2005; van der Velde et al., 2006]. It depends on the characteristics of 73 
the SP+CG stroke, especially in terms of charge moment change (CMC), impulsive CMC 74 
(iCMC) and current waveforms [Soula et al., 2015]. It can reach a few tens of ms after a long 75 
lightning continuing current following the stroke [Cummer and Füllekrug, 2001]. Thanks to a 76 
triangulation of several sprites and a three-dimensional mapping of the parent lightning flashes, 77 
Lu et al. [2013] showed that short time delayed sprites (< 20 ms) were less horizontally displaced 78 
(typically <30 km) from the ground stroke than long time delayed sprites. They showed also that 79 
for any time delay the sprite elements were in good spatial correspondence with negative stepped 80 
leaders detected during the prior 100 ms interval. 81 
Most of the SP+CG flashes start close to the convective cores of the storm and horizontally 82 
extend into stratiform region that consists of several layers of alternating charge polarity at 83 
different altitudes. These flashes are supposed to follow trajectories of charged ice particles 84 
rearward of the storm system [Carey et al., 2005; Ely et al., 2008; van der Velde et al., 2010; 85 
2014]. Some of these flashes can be considered as spider lightning [Mazur et al., 1998; Lang et 86 
al., 2004]. According to Mazur et al. [1998] the spider lightning flashes occur in the stratiform 87 
region of decaying storms and produce negative leaders propagating over several tens of 88 
kilometres with a speed of 2-4 105 m s-1. They also noted that the interferometer they used could 89 
not map this kind of negative leader because several branches develop simultaneously. The 90 
spider lightning flashes can have several attachments to the ground, with positive and negative 91 
polarity, along their horizontal extent [Lang et al., 2004; Soula et al., 2010]. In a recent work, 92 
van der Velde et al. [2014] analysed the bidirectional development of several flashes associated 93 
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with sprite production. They identified different modes of propagation of the negative leaders 94 
throughout the thundercloud that are associated with different location and timing of the positive 95 
+CG strokes. Thus, the negative leaders may propagate at various altitudes with different 96 
velocities and over various distances, while generating several multiple +CG strokes. However, 97 
SP+CG flashes can also initiate in small convective cells, where they generally occur in the 98 
decaying convective region [van der Velde et al., 2010]. 99 
This study investigates a long lifetime storm that produced a large number of sprites, 100 
including dancing sprites In particular, two sprite events are analyzed in detail because they seem 101 
to be dancing sprites, that are not well characterized and studied in the scientific literature. 102 
Section 2 describes the data used in the study, section 3 provides the characteristics of the 103 
thunderstorm and section 4 describes the sequences conditions of sprite production emissions at 104 
the scale of the storm and in detail for two series of dancing sprites. Section 5 discusses the 105 
results and section 6 summarizes the main findings in the conclusions. 106 
 107 
2. Data 108 
2.1. Optical observations 109 
The videos used in this study are recorded with a camera installed at Pic du Midi 110 
(42.93N; 0.14E; 2877 m), as indicated in Figure 1. This camera can be oriented to the storm with 111 
a pan-tilt unit that can be remotely controlled via the Internet. The camera is a low-light Watec 112 
902H (minimum illumination of 0.0001 lux) with a field of view (FOV) of 31° and a high-113 
resolution charge-coupled device (CCD). It operates in a triggered mode provided by the 114 
UFOCaptureV2 software (http://sonotaco.com/soft/e_index.html#ufocv2, accessed date) to 115 
capture luminous events with brightness above a given threshold. The video imagery obtained 116 
has a time resolution of 25 frames (or 50 interlaced fields) per second, which corresponds to a 117 
time resolution of 20 milliseconds. The images of the videos are de-interlaced for the analysis. 118 
The video camera also records GPS-referenced time and inserts the time in each video frame. 119 
Table 1 displays the terms we use in the paper in order to specify the sprite activity at different 120 
scales of time.  Event specifies sprite occurrence at the scale of a video that lasts 1 or 2 seconds. 121 
Some videos included several groups of sprite elements, thus we use sequence for successive 122 
sprite fields following a same lightning stroke (as in Lu et al. [2013]) and series for a group of 123 
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sequences that are included in the same video and that are associated to successive strokes that 124 
belong (or not) to the same flash. 125 
The azimuth and elevation of the sprite events are determined with the software “Cartes 126 
du Ciel” (SkyCharts) as described in van der Velde [2008]. The principle of the software is to 127 
overlay known stars on an image from the video imagery, stating the date, time and place of 128 
observation. The matching of the stars with those in the image is manually done and empirically. 129 
This method usually works very well when enough stars are visible. For a sprite event, the 130 
azimuths can be determined for each individual element that constitutes the sprite event. A sprite 131 
is usually much wider than the read-out of the azimuth, which varies typically only within 132 
~0.17°. The altitude is estimated by using the elevation and the great circle distance, assuming 133 
that the distance of the sprite is the same distance between the SP+CG stroke and the video 134 
camera. Thus, the vertical scale in the fields is determined for each sequence of sprite elements 135 
that corresponds to a SP+CG stroke. This method introduces an error estimated for example 136 
between 7 and 8 km when the distance of the sprite from the camera is around 400 km and the 137 
error on it of 40 km. The value of 40 km for the displacement of the sprite is the average found 138 
by Sao Sabbas et al. [2003]. For short time delayed sprites (< 20 ms), this displacement is 139 
usually lower than 30 km according to Lu et al. [2013]. 140 
The delay ∆t can be only determined as a value interval:  141 
∆t ∈ [0 ; te – ts] when te > ts > tb  142 
∆t ∈ [tb – ts ; te – ts] when tb > ts 143 
tb, te, and ts are the times of the beginning and the end of the first field with sprite luminosity and 144 
the time of the stroke, respectively.  145 
 146 
2.2. Lightning detection 147 
Several location systems monitor the lightning flash activity within the studied area during 148 
the period of the storm analyzed. First, the European lightning detection network operated by 149 
European Cooperation for Lightning Detection (EUCLID) records CG flash characteristics such 150 
as the location, polarity, peak current, and the occurrence times of CG strokes [Soula et al., 151 
2010; Poelman et al., 2016]. The sensors of the network use both magnetic direction finding 152 
(MDF) and time of arrival (TOA) techniques to determine the location of CG strokes [Cummins 153 
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and Murphy, 2009]. EUCLID data allows us to identify lightning flashes with a temporal and 154 
spatial resolution of ~0.5 s and ~10 km [Cummins et al., 1998]. However, in this study, both 155 
individual strokes and CG flashes can be used, according to the requirements of the study. The 156 
detection efficiency (DE) of this network is ~90% over land and close to the coastline, but in the 157 
present study and according to the storm location over the Mediterranean, the DE can be lower 158 
than 90%. 159 
Second, the Lightning Mapping System XDDE operated by the Meteorological Service of 160 
Catalonia (SMC) allows monitoring total lightning (IC + CG) activity in Catalonia (northeastern 161 
Spain) [Pineda and Montanyà, 2009]. This system is composed of four VAISALA LS8000 and 162 
one TLS200 interferometric stations that operate as a very high frequency (VHF) interferometer 163 
from ~110-118 MHz. Each station determines azimuthal directions to sections of a lightning 164 
leader by analyzing the phase differences between antenna pairs for bursts of VHF pulse trains. 165 
The triangulation of these spherical hyperbolas results in the 2D locations and occurrence times 166 
of individual VHF sources [Lojou et al., 2009]. The azimuthal precision of the sensors is 167 
specified as ~0.5° RMS. The IC flash algorithm classifies each VHF source as part of an IC 168 
stroke or, as an isolated IC source (also known as “singleton”; Williams et al., 1999) according to 169 
the distance and the time interval separating them. Each station LS8000 is also equipped with a 170 
low frequency (LF) sensor to detect and locate the return strokes by using TOA/MDF technique, 171 
which enables discrimination between IC and CG flashes. The DE for CG flashes estimated from 172 
previous campaigns can be lower than ~80% for the domain considered in the present study 173 
[Pineda and Montanyà, 2009]. 174 
 175 
2.3. Broadband EM emissions and charge moment changes 176 
A system located at University of Bath (51.71N; 2.32W; ~1400 km from the storm location) 177 
records broadband ELF/VLF/LF/MF electromagnetic waves. It consists of a metal plate insulated 178 
from the ground to measure the vertical electric field, a precise GPS clock for timing the data 179 
acquisition, and an analogue signal conditioning and digital data acquisition unit (Füllekrug, 180 
2010). This instrument has the capability to record electric field magnitudes in the frequency 181 
range from approximately ~4 Hz to ~400 kHz with a sampling frequency of 1 MHz, an 182 
amplitude resolution of ~35 µV m-1, and a timing accuracy of ~10-20 ns. 183 
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The current moment waveforms associated with the CG flashes [Hu et al., 2002; Cummer 184 
and Lyons, 2005] are reconstructed from ELF receiver measurements, by using the method 185 
presented in detail by Mlynarczyk et al. [2015]. The ELF recordings are performed by the Hylaty 186 
ELF station in Poland [Kulak et al., 2014]. The CMC and the iCMC for a CG lightning stroke 187 
are estimated by integrating the current moment waveform during the whole variation due to the 188 
lightning stroke and during its first 2 ms, respectively [Cummer and Lyons, 2005]. 189 
 190 
2.4. Cloud structure and characteristics 191 
We use the Cloud Top Temperatures (CTT) provided by the Meteosat satellite from the 192 
European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). The 193 
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) 194 
is based on radiometer data in the thermal infrared band (IR) at ~11-13 µm. The temperature 195 
accuracy is generally better than ~1°. We take into account the parallax error (estimated to be 196 
about 15 km for a cloud top at ~12 km at this latitude) for the Figures that associate the locations 197 
of CG strokes with their parent clouds. 198 
Observations performed by an AEMET network C-band (5 GHz) radar are used in the study. 199 
The radar is located in the Balearic Island of Mallorca (39.379ºN; 2.785ºE; emitter altitude ~111 200 
m above mean sea level) and it is operated with a 10-minute cycle producing polar volumes. The 201 
configuration allows the retrieval of Doppler radial winds (DOW) and reflectivity (Z) under 202 
different modes of representation: (i) the Plan Position Indicator (PPI) that shows the distribution 203 
of the selected parameter on a constant elevation angle surface. (ii) Constant Altitude PPI 204 
(CAPPI) that consists in a horizontal "cut" at a selected altitude, generally used for surveillance 205 
and severe storm identification. (iii) Maximum reflectivity (MAX) that provides an easy-to-206 
interpret presentation of the echo height and intensity in a single display. This product is 207 
calculated by first constructing a series of CAPPI's to span the selectable layer, and then 208 
determining the maximum data value for the horizontal projection. It is especially useful for 209 
depicting areas of severe weather.  210 
3. Storm development and CG lightning activity 211 
On 29 October 2013, a deep low of pressure system with a minimum at 975 hPa located 212 
over Northern Europe creates a trough in altitude over France and North of Spain and organized 213 
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a southeasterly flow that carries unstable air over northern Spain and the Mediterranean Sea. A 214 
CAPE value of ~1500 J kg-1 is reported from a sounding in Mallorca, Balearic Islands 215 
(39.606°N, 2.707°E) on 29 October at 0000 UT. Romero et al. [2015] analyzed in detail the 216 
conditions of development of the storm from observational to numerically simulated products. 217 
They showed the convection starts end of morning, entirely over the sea between the 218 
northeastern coastline of Spain and the Balearic Islands in the Mediterranean Sea, resulting from 219 
a progressive upper-level trough and the simultaneous advance of a surface cold front. The storm 220 
organized as a linear structure corresponding to a squall line, moves very fast over the Balearic 221 
Islands territory and more to the east at the end of the day with an indication of a possible 222 
transition into a bow-echo structure.  223 
Figure 1a shows the lightning activity produced by this storm during its eastward 224 
propagation, with the location of two types of CG flashes (-CG and +CG) and the SP+CG 225 
strokes detected between 1000 UTC on 29 of October and 0400 UTC on 30 of October, 226 
separated in six time windows of three hours. Figure 1b-c displays the distribution of CTT at 227 
1110 and 1610 UTC, respectively, that are the times of scanning of the area by the infrared 228 
radiometer (10.5/12.5 µm) onboard the MSG satellite. The CG lightning flashes detected by 229 
EUCLID during 10 minutes around the time of the scan are superimposed in this figure with 230 
white cross for –CG and red plus for +CG. The convective system propagates eastward with an 231 
average velocity of ~40 km h-1. Figure 1b-c shows the growth of the cloud system 232 
simultaneously to its propagation during the first 6 hours of lightning activity. The coldest CTTs 233 
are -68°C and -73°C at 1110 and 1610 UTC, respectively. The majority of CG flashes are 234 
located in a restricted area that corresponds to the coldest CTT values, most likely related to the 235 
convective core of the storm. Some +CG flashes are scattered in the cloud structure when the 236 
storm system grows significantly in size. The thundercloud encompasses ~350 km × 350 km at 237 
1610 UT and its propagation velocity is estimated at ~30 km h-1 for this first period of the storm 238 
activity. 239 
Figure 2 displays the time series of the -CG and +CG flash rates, Tm the minimum of the 240 
CTT, A(-40) and A (-65) the areas of the cloud top with a temperature < -40°C and < -65°C, 241 
respectively, to estimate the cloud size and the size of the most convective regions. This 242 
evolution exhibits several features that allow us to distinguish four phases. First, between 1100 243 
and ~1300 UTC the CG flash rate increases rapidly and reaches values around 15-20 fl min-1, Tm 244 
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and A(-40) slowly increases, while A(-65) remains low. Secondly, between ~1300 and ~1600 245 
UTC, Tm decreases up to its lowest value of -73°C, the CG flash rate increases continuously 246 
(especially the -CG), A(-40) increases more slowly and A(-65) increases markedly to reach its 247 
maximum at 1545 UTC. Then, between ~1600 and ~2000 UTC, the CG flash continues to 248 
increase and stabilizes around 25-30 fl min-1, A(-40) increases very slowly and reaches its 249 
maximum value of ~140,000 km2 at 1945 UTC, Tm becomes less cold, A(-65) fluctuates before 250 
to tend to zero at ~2000 UTC. After 2000 UTC the CG flash rate decreases, Tm increases, A(-65) 251 
stays close to zero while A(-40) decreases definitively. Thus, the storm storm has a faster growth 252 
during the first hours of its lifetime while the strongest convection characterized by A(-65) 253 
occurs between ~1300 and 2000 UTC. 254 
 255 
4. Sprite observation 256 
4.1. Overall storm activity 257 
 During the night between 1730 UTC and 0300 UTC, a large number of videos including 258 
sprite events are recorded by the camera located at Pic du Midi. During a first period between 259 
1745 UTC and 1845 UTC when the storm centers at a longitude of ~4°E, the video imagery 260 
provides 22 videos, a video each 2.45 minutes on average. Some of these videos include several 261 
sprite elements associated with distinct SP+CG strokes, which enables a determination of ~32 262 
stroke/sprite pairs during this first period. The reduced visibility at Pic du Midi because of 263 
cloudy conditions did not allow performing observations between 1842 UTC and 2130 UTC. A 264 
second period of sprite observations that starts at 2130 UTC provides 80 videos of sprite 265 
emissions above the same storm system, until 0240 UTC during its eastward displacement. The 266 
rate of sprite videos is especially high between 2200 and 2300 UTC with 38 detected sprites 267 
during about one hour i.e. one sprite each 1.5 minute. During this period sequence, multiple 268 
sprite events are observed, with ~90 stroke/sprite pairs. Figure 1a displays the location of the 269 
SP+CG strokes detected by the lightning detection system EUCLID. The location clearly shows 270 
the two distinct periods of sprite observations and even though the second period is longer, the 271 
SP+CG strokes appear distributed on a smaller area. 272 
 We performed a detailed analysis of the lightning activity associated with two cases of 273 
sprite events, each one including several sequences of dancing sprites, issued from the first 274 
period of observation. During this period, the convective system was relatively close to our 275 
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observational capabilities, i.e. the lightning detection systems, the radar and the video camera. 276 
Figure 3 displays the CTT during two scans of Meteosat at 1810 UTC and 1825 UTC, two types 277 
of CG flash with white crosses and small red pluses for -CG and +CG, respectively, and the 278 
SP+CG strokes with large red pluses, all detected during 10 minutes around the scan time. The 279 
figure also displays the maximum radar reflectivity within the cloud system at 1810 UTC (c) and 280 
at 1820 UTC (d), detected with the radar in Mallorca. The cloud system is growing during the 281 
period of both scans and the coldest temperature is about -71°C. Most CG flashes occur in a 282 
small south-north elongated region of the cloud system corresponding to the coldest CTTs. This 283 
region is located between ~4.5°E-5°E of longitude and between ~38°E-39.5°E of latitude. The 284 
+CG flashes mainly occur in three groups, while the -CG flashes seem to be more uniformly 285 
distributed. The maximum radar reflectivity shows three cores of high reflectivity within the 286 
convective line with values between ~54-60 dBZ. The three cores correspond very well to areas 287 
with high negative and positive flash rates (Figure 3a-b). The SP+CG strokes are much more 288 
scattered than other CG flashes in the storm system. Indeed, out of the 21 SP+CG strokes 289 
included in both figures, 20 are far from the coldest part of the cloud top, i.e. up to 150 km for 290 
the farthest. The radar reflectivity map shows that the SP+CG strokes are located within a region 291 
exhibiting the typical structure of a stratiform region, as observed in many works [Houze et al., 292 
1990; Carey et al., 2005; Ely et al., 2008; Lang et al., 2010; Soula et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2013]. 293 
Indeed, the maximum reflectivity is ~36-42 dBZ with a low horizontal gradient in the main part 294 
of the area. Several SP+CG strokes trigger sprites recorded in a same video as illustrated in more 295 
detail in the two following case studies. 296 
 297 
4.2. Case of a series of dancing sprites at 18h03 298 
Figure 4 illustrates the different phases of this multiple luminous event, the simultaneous 299 
lightning activity detected by different systems and the electromagnetic radiation recorded in 300 
various low frequency ranges. A graph displays the CTT pattern with the 2D location of the 301 
detections related to the lightning flash and lines of sight of the sprite elements from the camera. 302 
Other graphs display the time series of the optical events and lightning signals provided by the 303 
different instruments described in section 2. The caption of Figure 4 details the description of 304 
each graph. Table 2 provides time, location, current and discharge characteristics inferred from 305 
the signals produced by the luminous events and the associated lightning strokes.  306 
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The duration of this series of sprite sequences is ~1.76 s, i.e., 88 fields of 20 ms including 307 
38 fields with sprite luminosity. The sprite event consists of four sequences of continuous light 308 
emission, each one with duration ~120-220 ms, i.e., from 6 to 11 fields. Each of these sequences 309 
starts after a SP+CG stroke with a varying delay. Figure 4a displays two fields from each 310 
sequence, including the first field of each sequence. The images show that the horizontal extent 311 
of successive sprite elements covers at least ~60 % of the FOV of the camera, i.e., ~18.5°. Figure 312 
4b shows the SP+CG and the lines of sight following the same northeastward displacement. The 313 
lines of sight inferred from the first fields of each sprite sequence (F1, F33, F62 and F82) match 314 
very well with the SP+CG stroke locations, except the first one that is clearly shifted. The 315 
distance between the first and last SP+CG is ~180 km by using the great circle path, which gives 316 
an idea of the large extent of the lightning process during the 1.76 second long series of sprite 317 
sequences. 318 
During the first sprite sequence that starts with the longest delay ~62-82 ms (Table 2), 319 
several elements are produced during ~200 ms and the first one (F1) is found at a distance of ~25 320 
km with respect to the initial stroke at t = 8.829 s. Simultaneously to the sprite emission in F5, 321 
locations of VHF radiation sources are mapped along the lines of sight in F5 (blue in Figure 4b 322 
and upper graph of Figure 4c). There is a gap of ~0.44 s between the first sprite sequence and the 323 
second that starts after a SP+CG stroke with a peak current of ~34 kA detected at t = 9.528 s. 324 
Another gap of ~0.36 s whithout any recorded lightning activity precedes the third sprite 325 
sequence associated with a SP+CG stroke of ~79 kA and a short delay followed by VHF sources 326 
(yellow in Figure 4b-c). Figure 4b shows that the line of sight of the brightest element of the 327 
sequence matches very well with the SP+CG stroke and the VHF emissions that follow it. After 328 
a gap of ~0.2 s the fourth and shorter sprite sequence starts with a bright element after a SP+CG 329 
stroke of ~152 kA and simultaneous VHF sources (orange in Figure 4b-c).  330 
The 3-second long time series of the optical and lightning records in Figure 4c-d shows 331 
that the four SP+CG strokes are identified in the electric field signal and that the larger the peak 332 
current, the stronger the radiated electric field. The current moment waveform (red curve in 333 
Figure 4c) shows clearly substantial current after the SP+CG strokes, either as a continuing 334 
current after the second SP+CG stroke (green symbol) or as a surge after the other cases of 335 
SP+CG strokes, either associated or not associated with VHF sources. These characteristics will 336 
be discussed in more detail in Section 5. 337 
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 338 
4.3. Case of a series of dancing sprites at 18h08 339 
Figure 5 displays the same set of measurements as in Figure 4, but for the second case of 340 
series of dancing sprites. The numerical values of the most important parameters are shown in 341 
Table 2. The second case consists of three sequences of continuous light emission spread over 342 
~0.86 s, i.e., 43 fields of 20 ms including 33 fields with sprite luminosity. The duration of each 343 
sequence ranges from ~100 ms to ~320 ms, i.e., of 5 to 16 fields. Figure 5a displays one field for 344 
each of the two first sequences and six for the third sequence. The first sequence (F1-F5) starts 345 
between ~40 and ~60 ms after a SP+CG with a peak current of ~26 kA and a small increase of 346 
the electric field in central graph of Figure 5c (first red arrow). Figure 5b shows that F2 is ~30 347 
km laterally displaced from the SP+CG location (light blue colour), which coincides with the 348 
line of sight of F17. The second sequence (F9-F20) is longer than the first one but still weakly 349 
luminous and no SP+CG stroke is detected prior to the sprite. However, a small electric field 350 
increase can be seen in central graph of Figure 5c (second red arrow) at t = 20.250 s, which 351 
indicates a lightning signal in the VLF/LF range that corresponds to the beginning of this sprite 352 
sequence. The third sprite sequence starts at t = 20.614 s, and occurs rapidly after a SP+CG 353 
stroke with a peak current of ~97 kA. After this stroke, the luminous sprite emission sustains 354 
relatively bright luminosity levels for ~280 ms associated with VHF activity detected in the same 355 
area (green colour), until a new SP+CG occurs at 20.899 s. This SP+CG stroke has a peak 356 
current of ~84 kA and triggers most of the luminous sprite elements visible in F40.  357 
Figure 5b shows that the line of sight in F40 matches with the SP+CG stroke (yellow 358 
colour). The horizontal extent of the successive sprite elements covers ~60 % of the FOV of the 359 
camera, i.e., ~18.5°. The figure shows that the SP+CG and the lines of sight follow again a 360 
northeastward displacement. The distance between the first and last SP+CG is ~91 km. The three 361 
SP+CG strokes detected are identified in the electric field radiated in the VLF/LF range shown in 362 
both panels of Figure 5d, and the larger the peak current, the stronger the electric field. In the 363 
upper panel of Figure 5c, the current moment waveform (red curve) shows the discharge current 364 
between SP+CG strokes, in particular after the second stroke (green colour) associated with VHF 365 
sources. This sequence will be analyzed in Section 5. 366 
 367 
5. Discussion 368 
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5.1. Storm characteristics during the sprite production 369 
The storm that produces a large amount of sprites during the night of 29-30 October of 370 
2013 develops in favorable synoptic conditions early in the day and moves eastward during all 371 
the day and a good part of the night while producing continuously large rates of lightning 372 
flashes. The conditions for sprite observation during the nocturnal period are met during two 373 
time intervals; the first interval lasts for only one hour because of the arrival of clouds around the 374 
camera. During this first period of sprite production, the cloud system is close to its maximum 375 
extent at about 140,000 km2, as inferred from its CTT pattern issued from Meteosat images. The 376 
radar in Mallorca can cover at that time a large part of the storm system. At any moment of its 377 
lifetime, the large concentrations of CG flashes are located in the southern part of the cloud 378 
mass.  379 
Figure 6 displays the horizontal distribution of the maximum reflectivity at a close time 380 
to the dancing sprites, i.e., at 1800 and 1810 UTC. The reflectivity highlights precipitation 381 
structures with convective cells within the cloud mass that correspond to the strong densities of 382 
CG flashes in a south-north oriented line and a large stratiform region northwest of the 383 
convective line. This stratiform region exhibits radar reflectivity lower than ~42 dBZ. Figure 7 384 
displays the storm system with CTT (Figure 7a,b) and maximum radar reflectivity (Figure 7c,d), 385 
~2 hours and ~1 hour earlier (Figure 7a,c and Figure 7b,d, respectively). It shows both 386 
convective and stratiform regions described above, the first one characterized by a large CG 387 
flash density and maximum values of reflectivity between 54 and 60 dBZ, the second one by 388 
very few CG flashes and maximum reflectivity values of ~42 dBZ. A line of some small cells is 389 
visible at 1710 UTC in the radar pattern, southwest from the stratiform region, but these cells do 390 
not produce any CG flash at that moment. The SP+CG strokes are mainly detected within the 391 
stratiform region, while very few CG flashes occur in it. Thus, during this first sprite period 392 
between about 1750 and 1840 UTC, the flash rate produced by the whole storm system is high 393 
but that of the storm structure really active for the sprite production is very low.  394 
As illustrated in other studies, the convective region associated with the stratiform region 395 
in a sprite-producing MCS produces a lower flash rate when the sprites are observed [Lang et al., 396 
2010; Soula et al., 2014; Soula et al., 2015]. However, the correspondence between the 397 
convective activity and sprite occurrences can depend on the storm morphology as explained by 398 
Lang et al. [2010]. These authors considered two cases of sprite-producing storms, and found a 399 
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good correlation between convective intensity and sprite production, in a large and symmetric 400 
MCS that produced 282 sprites in 4 hours, while they observed an anti-correlation for an 401 
asymmetric storm that produced 25 sprites in 2 hours. However, in the first case most of SP+CG 402 
strokes were located in the stratiform region despite the strong correlation between convective 403 
intensity and sprite production. As noted by Lyons [2006] the more intense the storm system, the 404 
higher the sprite occurrence rate. In our case, the storm system produces a very high sprite rate 405 
between 2200 and 2300 UTC with 38 sprite videos, while the CG lightning flash rate decreases, 406 
the minimum CTT increases, and the spatial extent of the whole storm system decreases. This 407 
sequence period corresponds to the behaviour pointed by Lang et al. [2010] for the second 408 
example of storm. On the contrary, during the first sprite period of sprite production (1748 UTC 409 
– 1842 UTC), the convective intensity is high with CTT lower than -40°C because of a region of 410 
the storm, independent of the stratiform region concerned by the sprite production, as illustrated 411 
in Figure 3. This period sequence corresponds to the first storm described by Lang et al. [2010].  412 
 413 
5.2. Lightning/Sprite timing and location 414 
 In both cases of the dancing sprites series, a similar behaviour is observed. The sprite 415 
event starts with a SP+CG stroke that triggers several sprite elements that appear to propagating 416 
north-eastward and followed by new pairs SP+CG stroke/sprite elements that also appear to 417 
propagate north-eastward inside/above the cloud system. The simultaneous propagation of both 418 
events, the SP+CG stroke and the sprite elements, is observed across the stratiform region. 419 
Indeed, Figure 6 indicates the locations of the SP+CG strokes relative to the precipitation 420 
detected by the radar. In both cases, the dual discharge phenomenon (stroke/sprite) crosses the 421 
stratiform region, from a convective region with small convective cells, up to the opposite end of 422 
the storm system. It seems that this progression of the discharge processes follows a pattern, i.e., 423 
the initial discharge is close to the region of the storm where convective cells are located, and 424 
subsequently, the leader processes propagate to the stratiform region as shown by VHF sources 425 
detected by the XDDE.  426 
Similar observations were made in several studies based on LMA detections [Lang et al., 427 
2010; Lu et al., 2013; van der Velde et al., 2014, Soula et al., 2015]. However, in both series of 428 
the dancing sprites reported here, the VHF sources are not continuously detected between the 429 
areas where the SP+CG strokes are located or between the lines of sight where the sprite 430 
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elements are observed. We have to keep in mind the XDDE interferometer does not map leaders 431 
as the LMA does. Mazur et al. [1997] compared data from two systems that detected VHF 432 
radiations produced by storms in Florida. One of the systems, the LDAR that uses the TOA 433 
technique, showed continuity in time and a three-dimension structure of radiation sources. On 434 
the contrary, the data from an interferometric system equivalent to the XDDE were more 435 
intermittent in time and had a more two dimensional structure. In the present study, the extension 436 
and the duration (up to ~180 km and 1.76 s, respectively, for the sprite event at 1803 UTC) of the 437 
lightning processes associated with both sprite events seem consistent with the three cases of 438 
spider lightning flashes described by Mazur et al. [1998]. Indeed according to this description, 439 
they occurred in the stratiform region of decaying storms and consisted of negative leaders 440 
propagating over several tens of kilometres with a speed of 2-4 105 m s-1. Furthermore, one of 441 
them lasted 2.4 s. According to these authors, the interferometer cannot map this kind of negative 442 
leader when several branches develop simultaneously which could explain the discontinuity of 443 
the VHF source production in the present cases. In both cases of multiple-sequence dancing 444 
sprites, the most luminous elements occur at the end of the event, i.e. when the SP+CG is far 445 
from the convective region. 446 
 447 
5.3. Lightning stroke current and sprite relationships 448 
 According to Table 2, each sprite sequence starts with a delay significantly larger than 40 449 
ms (>62 ms for one and >40 ms for the other) that can be considered as a long time-delayed [Lu 450 
et al., 2013]. luminous emission, one with a delay >60 ms and another with a delay >40 ms. 451 
Furthermore, the first sprite elements of each event are seen to be more shifted from the SP+CG 452 
stroke, than the following elements. As indicated by Lu et al. [2013] we observe that the long 453 
time-delayed sprites are more significantly displaced from the parent stroke. The iCMC of the 454 
lightning stroke at the origin of the first sprite sequence at 1803 UTC has a value as low as 174 C 455 
km. The iCMC of the first SP+CG stroke for the second sprite sequence at 1808 UTC cannot be 456 
calculated. For the successive sprite emissions in each sequence a common behaviour appears, 457 
i.e., the shorter delays (< 15 ms) correspond to the larger values of the iCMC (> 400 C km). The 458 
same observation was reported in Lu et al. [2013] from a set of 26 flashes producing sprites 459 
above an asymmetric MCS. In addition, the larger values of iCMC produce the brightest sprite 460 
elements, typically in fields F82 and F41 for the sprites at 1803 and 1808 UTC, respectively. 461 
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This finding is similar to that in Soula et al. [2015] for several triangulated sprites in 462 
southeastern France, insofar as the long delayed sprites are produced after a positive stroke with 463 
a low value of iCMC.  464 
The brightest sprite elements (F82 and F41) correspond also to large CMC values for the 465 
SP+CG strokes, 6935 C km and 5277 C km, respectively) and to large values of iCMC (839 C 466 
km and 440 C km, respectively), as indicated in Table 2. As in Yaniv et al. [2014], the brightness 467 
is correlated with the CMC value of the parent stroke. However, in the present case, the first 468 
sprite element for the case at 1803 UTC is produced with a long delay after a SP+CG stroke with 469 
a very large value of CMC (~5000 C km calculated over ~60 ms after the stroke which 470 
corresponds to the first field with sprite luminosity F1) as shown in Figure 8a. Indeed, the panel 471 
with the current moment waveform shows a current pulse at 1803:8.829 UTC (t = 0 in Figure 472 
8a), i.e., ~60 ms before F1, the first field with sprite luminosity. According to the current 473 
moment waveform, the discharge continues during a few tens of ms that may correspond to a 474 
lightning continuing current. An increase of current starts at 1803:8.829 UTC (t = 100 ms in 475 
Figure 8a), lasts a few tens of milliseconds and corresponds to the fields F3, F4 and F5 with new 476 
sprite elements with the shape of carrot sprites. Thus, the current produced can be due to 477 
lightning processes that sufficiently discharges the cloud to produce new sprite elements, 478 
especially as VHF sources are detected by the XDDE system along the line of sight of F5 as 479 
indicated in Figure 4b,c. It could be also produced by the sprite itself, but it seems more 480 
consistent with a current waveform due to M-components superimposed to a long continuing 481 
current, as observed by Lu et al. [2013] for a dancing sprite. This observation is quite consistent 482 
with the study by Li et al. [2008] about delayed sprites. Their data showed that 46% of the sprite 483 
elements were triggered with a delay larger than 10 ms after the SP+CG strokes and associated 484 
with a substantial continuing current. Furthermore, these authors found that an intensification of 485 
the continuing current can play a major role in the sprite triggering and that the sferic burst 486 
simultaneously recorded is another consequence of the current intensification. 487 
Figure 8b displays the current moment waveform and the CMC for another period of 488 
~600 ms during the sprite series sequence at 1803 UTC. In this case, the bright sprite element 489 
(F82) is produced with a short delay after the stroke at 1803:10.516 UTC (t = 0 in Figure 8b). 490 
The current pulse of this stroke is followed by a current signature 100 ms long that may 491 
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correspond to a continuing current and that includes a current pulse ~60 ms after that stroke and 492 
a new sprite element is detected in F85 in the form of a carrot sprite that is still bright in F86. In 493 
this case, no VHF source is detected by the XDDE system after the stroke, but we can infer that 494 
the current intensification is due to a M-component superimposed to the continuing current that 495 
triggers the sprite elements in F85-F86. We cannot exclude the sprite itself makes a contribution 496 
to the current signature. By comparing the sprite elements in F85  to those visible in F82, their 497 
structure seems vertically different. Actually at the location of two bright bodies of sprite 498 
elements at about 70 and 75 km in F82-F84 (b1 and b2 in Figure 8b) the new sprite elements in 499 
F85 and F86 exhibit a diffuse cap (c’1 and c’2, respectively) while their bright body develops at a 500 
lower altitude, 60-65 km (b’1) and 55-65 km (b’2), respectively, at the location of filaments from 501 
the previous sprite elements. Thus, several characteristics of these new carrot sprite elements in 502 
F84 – their simultaneity with the current surge during the continuing current following the 503 
SP+CG stroke and their common lines of sight with sprite elements issued from the first and 504 
bright elements following the SP+CG stroke (t = 0 in Figure 8b) – suggest an initiation favoured 505 
by the local change of the conductivity due to the initial sprite elements. reach the altitude of the 506 
ionosphere appear as a reillumination of the previous ones with a larger size and a different 507 
structure. Since these new sprites correspond to carrot elements, their extension at lower altitude 508 
is consistent with the observations by van der Velde [2008] and Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. [2010] 509 
that show carrots start at a lower altitude and develop upward streamers from the body for 10-15 510 
km. This assumption is supported by the horizontal alignment of initial and new streamers all the 511 
more so the initial ones last for several fields (F82-F84) and therefore the electric field is 512 
maintained during the same time interval. The discharge process indicated by the current surge 513 
during the continuing current can reinforce this electric field and trigger new streamers. 514 
However, because the sprite elements are not triggered, we cannot conclude definitively that the 515 
different streamers correspond at the same region. Thus, as in Li et al. [2008], we observe an 516 
altitude a few kilometres lower for the delayed sprites, triggered a few tens of milliseconds after 517 
previous sprites. We can suppose the initial elements change the conductivity locally and 518 
probably the potential since the initial sprite elements reach the altitude of the ionosphere (Figure 519 
8b), which allows new sprite elements to develop following the surge visible in the current 520 
moment waveform simultaneous to F85. Indeed, the conditions to trigger secondary TLEs may 521 
be favourable if the altitude of the ionosphere potential is lowered after a preceding sprite and 522 
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when a high concentration of charge is present in the thundercloud, as explained by Marshall 523 
and Inan [2007], Lee et al. [2012]. These sprite elements could be then considered as secondary 524 
sprites, as described in Mlynarczyk et al. [2015] for a secondary TLE of troll-type in a case of 525 
dancing sprite. Li et al. [2008] observed also an altitude a few kilometres lower for the delayed 526 
sprites, triggered a few tens of milliseconds after previous sprites. 527 
Figure 9 displays the current moment waveform and the CMC for another case of sprite 528 
with a long light emission after a SP+CG stroke at 1808:20.626 UTC. Six fields out of nine over 529 
a period of 180 ms show the light emission. After the field associated with the SP+CG stroke 530 
(F27), two other fields exhibit re-enforced light (F30 and F35) and correspond each one with an 531 
increase of the current moment waveform, at about t = 50 ms and t = 150 ms after 1808:20.626 532 
UTC. No lightning stroke was detected by the different systems, between F27 and F35 (180 ms), 533 
as indicated in Figure 5. However, the XDDE system recorded VHF activity, especially during 534 
the first 50 ms after 1808:20.626 UTC and more sporadically up to 1808:20.899 UTC, when a 535 
new SP+CG stroke triggers the brightest sprite of the event. Likewise for this case, both current 536 
moment waveform and light emission correlate very well. The delayed sprite elements in F35 537 
appear clearly at a lower altitude compared to the previous sprite elements in F27 and in F30. 538 
Indeed, the bright body of the sprite elements appear successively at altitudes around 70 km in 539 
F27, between 60 and 70 km in F30 and between 50 and 60 km in F35. This observation also 540 
illustrates the observation made by Li et al. [2008]. These observations gives substance to the 541 
explanation by Lee et al. [2012] that argues a lowering of the altitude of the ionosphere potential 542 
to assist to trigger consecutive TLEs. Recent theories suggest that mesospheric irregularities 543 
might be a necessary condition for the initiation of sprite streamers [Liu et al., 2012; Kosar et al., 544 
2012; Qin et al., 2014], and that the sprite streamers can produce low-frequency electromagnetic 545 
radiation [Qin et al., 2012; Füllekrug et al., 2013b]. Our observations of delayed sprites 546 
associated to current surges during the continuing current and following initial sprite elements 547 
can support this theory. 548 
5.4. Sprite current signature 549 
Previous studies reported pulse-shaped current signature related to sprites, in particular 550 
when they are very bright [Cummer et al., 1998; Füllekrug et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2008; Soula et 551 
al., 2014; Mlynarczyk et al., 2015]. Figure 10 displays the electric field radiated in ELF/VLF/LF 552 
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(upper/central/lower graphs) during 120 ms, 25 ms before and 95 ms after the SP+CG in both 553 
cases of series of dancing sprites: a) at 1803:10.123 UTC that corresponds to the brightest sprite 554 
element in F62 of Figure 4a; b) at 1808:20.899 UTC that corresponds to the brightest sprite 555 
element in F40 of Figure 5a. Current signatures are clearly visible in the upper graph of Figures 556 
10a and 10b, a few milliseconds after the ELF pulses produced by the SP+CG return strokes, that 557 
corresponds to t = 5 ms in the graphs (t = 10.123 s and t = 20.899 s, respectively). The time 558 
intervals between the SP+CG pulse and this current pulse that of the sprite are consistent with the 559 
values of ∆t issued from Table 1 for both cases, since they are included within [0 - 8 ms] and  [0 560 
- 15 ms], respectively. These current pulses observed in ELF range only, similar to the signatures 561 
shown in Cummer et al. [1998] and Soula et al. [2014] with a short duration of about ~2-3 ms, 562 
can be attributed to sprites. They can also last longer times as observed for example in 563 
Mlynarczyk et al. [2015] and Füllekrug et al. [2001] with a few tens of milliseconds. Figure 11 564 
displays three cases of current moment change for three SP+CG strokes, each associated with a 565 
bright and short time-delayed sprite. We can clearly distinguish the sprite current in Figure 11c, 566 
less clearly in Figure 11a and not at all in Figure 11b. It seems that the impulsive current from 567 
the sprite itself can overlap with the current from the parent stroke if the delay after the trigger is 568 
very short (< 2ms) such that the sprite current remains obscured. 569 
 570 
6. Conclusion 571 
We consider data relative to different aspects of the activity of a storm that produced a 572 
large number of sprite events, especially to analyze two series of sprite sequences that strongly 573 
resemble to dancing sprites. The dataset includes optical emissions recorded by a low-light video 574 
camera, characteristics of the CG strokes (time, location, peak current, CMC calculated from 575 
ELF signals and current moment waveform), VHF radiations relative to the lightning flashes, 576 
electric field radiated by lightning flashes in a large band of low frequencies, CMC calculated 577 
from ELF signals, current moment waveform, CTT issued from the radiometer onboard the MSG 578 
satellite, and fields of the maximum radar reflectivity. The storm starts at the end of the morning 579 
over Mediterranean Sea close to northeastern Spanish coastline, then moves eastward during its 580 
lifetime estimated at ~18 hours. The CG lightning flash rate of this storm reaches more than 30 fl 581 
min-1, while the CTT reaches a minimum value of -73°C at ~1600 UTC. The size of this storm 582 
system reaches 140,000 km2 by considering the region with a CTT <-40°C. We analyze in detail 583 
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the complex structure of the storm and the lightning activity associated with sprites recorded 584 
during a first period sequence of production at the beginning of the night. At that moment, the 585 
region of the storm involved in the sprite production is around 400 km from the camera that 586 
records several sprite events including dancing sprites. Furthermore, We analyze in detail two 587 
series of successive sequences of dancing sprites, one of both with a duration exceeding 1 588 
second. 589 
Several results can be put forward from this case study: (i) The first period of sprite 590 
production is clearly associated with a region of the storm system characterized by a stratiform 591 
structure and a very low CG lightning flash rate. (ii) For each series of dancing sprites analyzed, 592 
the luminous emissions repeat the timing and the location of several lightning strokes spread 593 
along the stratiform region of the storm. (iii) The brightest sprite elements produce significant 594 
current signatures a few milliseconds (< 5 ms) after the parent stroke, visible if the delay is not 595 
too short. (iv) Long time-delayed sprite elements correspond to low values of iCMC of the parent 596 
strokes and most of time they are associated with surges in the current moment waveform during 597 
the continuing current. (v) Several of these long time-delayed sprite elements trigger after a 598 
previous short time-delayed sprite and apparently at a lower altitude. The lowering of the 599 
ionosphere potential by the previous sprite could explain this observation. 600 
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 832 
Term Signification Typical order of duration 
Period Part of the storm lifetime during which 
several sprites are detected 
hour 
Event Video including sprite elements second 
Sequence Succession of video fields with sprite 
elements following a same stroke 
tenth of second 
Field de-interlaced video frames 20 ms 
  833 
Table 1. Terminology used for the sprite activity at several scales of time. 834 
 835 
 836 
 837 
 838 
 839 
 29
 
Sprite event SP+CG stroke 
 
Time (UTC) 
 
hh:mm 
 
t1 
(s) 
 
t2 
(s) 
 
dt 
(ms) 
 
 
 
Frame 
 
 
Time  
(s) 
 
 
 
Distance 
camera 
(km) 
 
 
Peak 
current 
(kA) 
 
 
∆t 
sprite 
(ms) 
 
 
CMC 
(C km) 
 
 
 
iCMC 
(C km) 
 
 
 
8.891 9.091 200 F1-F10 8.829 465 57 62-82 8755 174 
9.531 9.751 220 F33-F43 9.528 432 34 3-23 1611 121 
10.111 10.311 200 F62-F71 10.123 400 79 0-8 5009 460 18:03 
10.511 10.631 120 F82-F87 10.516 367 152 0-15 6935 839 
           
20.094 20.194 100 F1-F5 20.054 420 26 40-60 - - 
20.254 20.494 240 F9-F20 - - - -   
20.614 20.894 280 F27-F40 20.626 379 97 0-8 5277 440 18 :08 
20.894 20.934 40 F41-F42 20.899 370 84 0-15 3831 543 
           
 
 840 
Table 2. Characteristics of the two series of sprite sequences and SP+CG strokes associated. For 841 
the timing of the optical events: t1, t2 and dt are times of beginning and end, and duration of a 842 
sprite sequence with continuous luminosity, respectively. For each SP+CG stroke: time in 843 
second, distance to the camera, peak current, time delay ∆t between the stroke and the beginning 844 
of the sprite sequence, CMC and impulsive CMC (iCMC). 845 
 846 
 847 
 848 
 849 
 850 
 851 
 852 
 853 
 854 
 30
Figure captions 855 
 856 
Figure 1. a) Location of the -CG, +CG flashes and SP+CG strokes detected during the storm 857 
lifetime. The color indicates the time for every three hours. b) and c) CTT at 1110 and 1610 858 
UTC, respectively. The CG flashes detected during 10 minutes around the time of the scan are 859 
plotted with white crosses and red pluses for –CG and +CG, respectively. 860 
 861 
Figure 2: Time series of rates of the CG flash (white histogram for –CG, grey histogram for 862 
+CG), minimum value of the cloud top temperature Tm (solid line), and areas with CTT < -40°C 863 
A(-40) (dashed line) and A(-65) (line with dots). The scale for the areas is in 104 km2 and A(-65) 864 
values are multiplied by 10. The periods indicated with arrows correspond to observation of 865 
sprite events between 1749 and 1841 UTC, between 2130 and 0239 UTC, and presence of cloud 866 
at the Pic du Midi site between 1841 and 2130 UTC. 867 
 868 
Figure 3. CTT at the Meteosat scan times: 1810 UTC (a) and 1825 UTC (b). The CG flashes 869 
(strokes) detected during 10 minutes centered around the time of the scan are reported with white 870 
crosses and small (large) red pluses for -CG and +CG (SP+CG), respectively. Maximum radar 871 
reflectivity in the same area: (c) at 1810 UTC with SP+CG strokes (red crosses) between 1800 872 
UTC and 1815 UTC and (d) at 1820 UTC with SP+CG strokes between 1815 UTC and 1830 873 
UTC. The SP+CG strokes are indicated with red crosses. The colored scale in dBZ for the radar 874 
reflectivity is indicated below the graphs. 875 
 876 
Figure 4: Case of the series of sprite sequences at 1803:08. (a) 8 specific fields issued from the 877 
video imagery numbered from F1 that is the first field with sprite luminosity. The altitude is in 878 
km. The white line indicates the line of sight of a sprite element (sometimes the brightest one, 879 
sometimes a central one) from the camera also reported in (b). (b) CTT at 1810 UTC with 880 
different symbols superimposed for the lines of sight reported in each field of (a), the -CG 881 
strokes (colored small cross), the +CG stroke (red plus), the SP+CG strokes (colored large plus) 882 
and the IC strokes (colored circles). (c) Peak current versus time for -CG strokes (blue cross), 883 
+CG strokes (red plus), SP+CG strokes (large and colored plus) and VHF sources detected by 884 
the XDDE (colored dots plotted with an arbitrary current value of 120 kA) versus time for 3 885 
 31
seconds. The red curve displays the current waveform on the secondary axis. (d) Electric field 886 
radiated in VLF/LF range for the same period of 3 seconds (t = 0 corresponds to t = 9.528 s in 887 
the graph of c)) at a resolution of 1 ms (upper graph) and 10 ms (lower graph). 888 
 889 
Figure 5: As in Figure 4 for the series of sprite sequences at 1808:20. In (a) F2 is the second field 890 
with sprite luminosity. In (d), t = 0 corresponds to t = 20.626 s in the graph of c)). 891 
 892 
Figure 6. Maximum radar reflectivity with the lightning activity, SP+CG strokes (white crosses), 893 
VHF sources (red dots), and -CG strokes (white dots) associated with both case studies of 894 
dancing sprite: (a) at 1803 UTC and (b) at 1810 UTC. The colored scale in dBZ is indicated 895 
below the graphs. 896 
 897 
Figure 7. (a) and (b) Maximum radar reflectivity at two times of the cloud system at 1610 UTC 898 
and 1710 UTC. The scale in dBZ is indicated in Figure 6. (c) and (d) CTT at the Meteosat scan 899 
times at 1610 UTC and 1825 UTC. The CG flashes detected during 10 minutes centered around 900 
the time of the scan are reported with white crosses and red pluses for -CG and +CG, 901 
respectively. 902 
 903 
Figure 8. a) Left: Current moment waveform (upper graph) and charge moment change (lower 904 
graph) for a period of 600 ms during the dancing sprite event at 1803 UTC (t = 0 corresponds to 905 
1803:8.829s). Right: four fields from the video imagery with sprite elements at times marked in 906 
the graphs (one field is 20 ms). The altitude is in km. b) Same as a) for another period of 600 ms 907 
(t = 0 corresponds to 1803:10.516s). The arrows in the fields show the caps (c and c’) and the 908 
bodies (b and b’) for short (c and b) and long (c’ and b’) time-delayed sprite elements. The scale 909 
altitude is determined according to the conditions explained in section 2.1. 910 
 911 
Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 for a period of 500 ms during the dancing sprite event at 1808 UTC (t 912 
= 0 corresponds to 1808:20.626s). 913 
 914 
Figure 10. Electric field radiated in ELF/VLF/LF range (for upper/central/lower graphs) versus 915 
time during 120 ms. a) case of the dancing sprite event at 1803 UTC (t = 5 ms corresponds to 916 
 32
1803:10.123). b) case of the dancing sprite event at 1808 UTC (t = 5 ms corresponds to 917 
1808:20.899). 918 
 919 
Figure 11. A detailed view of the current moment waveform for three cases of lightning strokes 920 
selected from Figures 4c and 5c: a) t = 0 corresponds to 1803:10.123 UTC, b) t = 0 corresponds 921 
to 1803:10.516 UTC, c) t = 0 corresponds to 1808:20.899 UTC. 922 
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Figure 1: a) Location of the -CG, +CG flashes and SP+CG strokes detected during the storm 968 
lifetime. The color indicates the time for every three hours. b) and c) CTT at 1110 and 1610 969 
UTC, respectively. The CG flashes detected during 10 minutes around the time of the scan are 970 
plotted with white crosses and red pluses for –CG and +CG, respectively. 971 
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Figure 2: Time series of rates of the CG flash (white histogram for –CG, grey histogram for 986 
+CG), minimum value of the cloud top temperature Tm (solid line), and areas with CTT < -40°C 987 
A(-40) (dashed line) and A(-65) (line with dots). The scale for the areas is in 104 km2 and A(-65) 988 
values are multiplied by 10. The periods indicated with arrows correspond to observation of 989 
sprite events between 1749 and 1841 UTC, between 2130 and 0239 UTC, and presence of cloud 990 
at the Pic du Midi site between 1841 and 2130 UTC. 991 
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Figure 3. CTT at the Meteosat scan times: 1810 UTC (a) and 1825 UTC (b). The CG flashes 1012 
(strokes) detected during 10 minutes centered around the time of the scan are reported with white 1013 
crosses and small (large) red pluses for -CG and +CG (SP+CG), respectively. Maximum radar 1014 
reflectivity in the same area: (c) at 1810 UTC with SP+CG strokes (red crosses) between 1800 1015 
UTC and 1815 UTC and (d) at 1820 UTC with SP+CG strokes between 1815 UTC and 1830 1016 
UTC. The SP+CG strokes are indicated with red crosses. The colored scale in dBZ for the radar 1017 
reflectivity is indicated below the graphs. 1018 
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Figure 4: Case of the series of sprite sequences at 1803:08. (a) 8 specific fields issued from the 1040 
video imagery numbered from F1 that is the first field with sprite luminosity. The altitude is in 1041 
km. The white line indicates the line of sight from the camera reported in (b). (b) cloud top 1042 
temperature at 1810 UTC with different symbols superimposed for the lines of sight reported in 1043 
each field of (a), the -CG strokes (colored small cross), the +CG stroke (red plus), the SP+CG 1044 
strokes (colored large plus) and the IC strokes (colored circles). (c) peak current versus time for -1045 
CG strokes (blue cross), +CG strokes (red plus), SP+CG strokes (large and colored plus) and 1046 
VHF sources detected by the XDDE (colored dots plotted with an arbitrary current value of 120 1047 
kA) versus time for 3 seconds. The red curve displays the current waveform on the secondary 1048 
axis. (d) Electric field radiated in VLF/LF range for the same period of 3 seconds at a resolution 1049 
of 1 ms (t = 0 corresponds to t = 9.528 s in c). 1050 
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Figure 5: As in Figure 4 for the sprite event at 1808:20. In (a) F2 is the second frame with sprite 1085 
luminosity. In (d), t = 0 ms corresponds to t = 20.626 s in c). 1086 
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Figure 6. Maximum radar reflectivity with the lightning activity, SP+CG strokes (white crosses), 1100 
VHF sources (red dots), and -CG strokes (white dots) associated with both case studies of 1101 
dancing sprite: (a) at 1803 UTC and (b) at 1810 UTC. The colored scale in dBZ is indicated 1102 
below the graphs. 1103 
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Figure 7. (a) and (b) Maximum radar reflectivity at two times of the cloud system at 1610 UTC 1121 
and 1710 UTC. The scale in dBZ is indicated in Figure 6. (c) and (d) CTT at the Meteosat scan 1122 
times at 1610 UTC and 1825 UTC. The CG flashes detected during 10 minutes centered around 1123 
the time of the scan are reported with white crosses and red pluses for -CG and +CG, 1124 
respectively. 1125 
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Figure 8. a) Left: Current moment waveform (upper graph) and charge moment change (lower 1133 
graph) for a period of 600 ms during the dancing sprite at 1803 UTC (t = 0 corresponds to 1134 
1803:8.829s). Right: four fields from the video imagery with sprite elements at times marked in 1135 
the graphs (one field is 20 ms). The altitude is in km. b) Same as a) for another period of 600 ms 1136 
(t = 0 corresponds to 1803:10.516s). The arrows in the fields show the caps (c and c’) and the 1137 
bodies (b and b’) for short (c and b) and long (c’ and b’) time-delayed sprite elements. 1138 
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 for a period of 500 ms during the dancing sprite event at 1808 UTC (t 1152 
= 0 corresponds to 1808:20.626s). 1153 
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Figure 10. Electric field radiated in ELF/VLF/LF range (for upper/central/lower graphs) versus 1170 
time during 120 ms. a) case of the sprite event at 1803 UTC (t = 5 ms corresponds to 1171 
1803:10.123). b) case of the sprite event at 1808 UTC (t = 5 ms corresponds to 1808:20.899). 1172 
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Figure 11. A detailed view of the current moment waveform for three cases of lightning strokes 1202 
selected from Figures 4c and 5c: a) t = 0 corresponds to 1803:10.123 UTC, b) t = 0 corresponds 1203 
to 1803:10.516 UTC, c) t = 0 corresponds to 1808:20.899 UTC. 1204 
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